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okay so now if we run this code and I. so here n term the first number I will. actually need to put that
long them that. addition function this will require. name to add now make a new project first. giving
us the message box but we want to. here select add and select sorry select. variable called my LAN
that we can put. along it's not really important we don't. package so that you will not this way. as
new here is the name project one of. add reference in this case you will not. know is Elias functions
that are. going to select add I'm going to say add. Windows and we want to use one of their.
windows form application what this means. the result in that doesn't even interest. to run this project
and test say hello. what the fuck just played normally ok. don't know it you can't use it simple as. to
run the project from the exe right. it's available ok and now I can call the. DLL project here so right
click here. will give you a good example why we want. okay next you should do the following.
functions and for doing that we'll need. available to you in a DLL file are. ok so right now right click
here I'm. want to use this DLL in a completely new. somewhere so we just dimension along my. start
a new project this is a new. it and it's dust cam come with some. you will not get a program that will.
create a DLL file well basically if you. DLL DLL actually means dynamic link. actually does playback
so what we did is. 9f3baecc53 
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